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Workflow Organization	
Modeled after Dewey Decimal System classes


Allows for easier training and documentation


Allows for faster visual browsing


Workflow numbering allows for keyboard selection


Helps to keep sanity with multiple admins


Recommended with fresh installs (or production 
cleanup!)



Default Workflows



“Messy” Workflows



Workflow “Groups”
100 === [ Primary Workflows ] ===

200 === [ Configuration ] ===

300 === [ Software ] ===

400 === [ Scripts ] ===

500 === [ Testing Images ] ===

600 === [ Misc ] ===

700 === [ Meta Tasks ] ===

800 === [ Dual Boot Workflows ] ===

900 === [ Development ] ===




Workflow “Groups”



Organized Workflows



Nested Workflows
Uses the Workflow task in DeployStudio


Allows for nesting static workflows, or nesting dynamic 
workflows via scripts


Only allows for workflows to be nested 1 level deep


Workflow 101 containing workflow 201 and 301 
works


If workflow 301 points to workflow 401, 401 will not 
run.
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As of 1.6.11, allows for up to 10 workflows deep.



Static Nested Workflows
Allows you to statically set the nested workflow.



Scripted Nested Workflows

Allows for more dynamic workflows


Uses the RuntimeSelectWorkflow keyword


echo "RuntimeSelectWorkflow: <ID>”


<ID> can be the Workflow Title or Identifier



ds_workflow_selector.sh
#!/bin/sh

!
# get machine model

MACHINE_MODEL=`/usr/sbin/ioreg -c IOPlatformExpertDevice | grep "model" | awk -F\" 
'{ print $4 }'`

!
# echo the workflow ID or title prefixed by "RuntimeSelectWorkflow:" according to the 
machine model

if [ "${MACHINE_MODEL}" == "MacBookAir3,2" ]

then


  echo "RuntimeSelectWorkflow: <UUID>" 
  #echo "RuntimeSelectWorkflow: <Workflow Title>" 
fi

!
exit 0



Nested Workflow Example



Access Groups
Assistant setup 

Group members are authorized to run 
DeployStudio Assistant used to configure 
DeployStudio


DS Admin 

Group members are authorized to log into the 
primary interface for DeployStudio; 
DeployStudio Admin



Access Groups
DS Runtime 

Allows for multiple groups


Allow for control over who is authorized to log into 
the DeployStudio Runtime


Can be used to restrict which workflows a user is 
authorized to run


Only applies to the first workflow, not nested 
workflows



Access Groups
Group nesting


Only one group is allowed per workflow


deploystudio_admins


deploystudio_advanced


deploystudio_general


deploystudio_endusers











Computer Groups

Assign automated workflows


Organize Workstations


Default group for new machines


Bulk apply properties consistently



Default Group



Default Group



Workflow Automation



Package Groups

Allows you to deploy multiple packages with a 
single Package install task.


Easier to manage workflows


Easier to maintain software updates









Environment Variables
ds_example.sh 

Lists all the environmental variables that are 
available.


Common Variables 

DS_MODEL_IDENTIFIER


DS_CURRENT_WORKFLOW_ID


DS_SERIAL_NUMBER



Discussions

What questions do you have?


What would you like DeployStudio to do that it 
doesn't do already? (because maybe it does and 
you don’t know it yet.)



Additional Topics

Tasks SDK


FreezeHomeDirs


Import computers CSV
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